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This book constitutes the proceedings of the 24th
International Conference on Compiler Construction,
CC 2015, held as part of the European Joint
Conferences on Theory and Practice of Software,
ETAPS 2015, in London, UK, in April 2015. The 11
papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 34 submissions. They
deal with compiler engineering and compiling
techniques; compiler analysis and optimisation and
formal techniques in compilers. The book also
contains one invited talk in full-paper length.
????:Compiler construction principles and practice
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the International Conference on Intelligent
Computing, ICIC 2006, held in Kunming, China,
August 2006. The book collects 161 carefully chosen
and revised full papers. Topical sections include
neural networks, evolutionary computing and genetic
algorithms, kernel methods, combinatorial and
numerical optimization, multiobjective evolutionary
algorithms, neural optimization and dynamic
programming, as well as case-based reasoning and
probabilistic reasoning.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 4th International Conference on the Unified
Modeling Language, 2001, held in Toronto, Canada,
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in October 2001. The 33 revised full papers
presented together with one invited paper were
carefully reviewed and selected from a total of 122
abstracts and 102 papers submitted. The papers are
organized in topical sections on metamodeling,
activity diagrams, OCL, architecture and patterns,
analysis and testing, performance and databases,
graph transformations, real-time and embedded
systems, associations and ontology, statecharts,
components, and use cases.
The International Conference on Compiler
Construction provides a forum for presentation and
discussion of recent developments in the area of
compiler construction, language implementation and
language design. Its scope ranges from compilation
methods and tools to implementation techniques for
specific requirements on languages and target
architectures. It also includes language design and
programming environment issues which are related
to language translation. There is an emphasis on
practical and efficient techniques. This volume
contains the papers selected for presentation at CC
'94, the fifth International Conference on Compiler
Construction, held in Edinburgh, U.K., in April 1994.
Thinking Low-Level, Writing High-Level, the second
volume in the landmark Write Great Code series by
Randall Hyde, covers high-level programming
languages (such as Swift and Java) as well as code
generation on 64-bit CPUsARM, the Java Virtual
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Machine, and the Microsoft Common Runtime.
Today's programming languages offer productivity
and portability, but also make it easy to write sloppy
code that isn't optimized for a compiler. Thinking LowLevel, Writing High-Level will teach you to craft
source code that results in good machine code once
it's run through a compiler. You'll learn: • How to
analyze the output of a compiler to verify that your
code generates good machine code • The types of
machine code statements that compilers generate
for common control structures, so you can choose
the best statements when writing HLL code •
Enough assembly language to read compiler output
• How compilers convert various constant and
variable objects into machine data With an
understanding of how compilers work, you'll be able
to write source code that they can translate into
elegant machine code. NEW TO THIS EDITION,
COVERAGE OF: • Programming languages like
Swift and Java • Code generation on modern 64-bit
CPUs • ARM processors on mobile phones and
tablets • Stack-based architectures like the Java
Virtual Machine • Modern language systems like the
Microsoft Common Language Runtime
The purpose of the 8th Conference on Software
Engineering, Artificial Intelligence Research,
Management and Applications (SERA 2010) held on
May 24 – 26, 2010 in Montreal, Canada was to bring
together scientists, engineers, computer users, and
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students to share their experiences and exchange
new ideas and research results about all aspects
(theory, applications and tools) of computer and
information science, and to discuss the practical
challenges encountered along the way and the
solutions adopted to solve them. The conference
organizers selected 15 outstanding papers from
SERA 2010, all of which you will find in this volume
of Springer’s Studies in Computational Intelligence.
??????????????????C???????C?????????????????
??C ???????????????????????????????????
Compiler ConstructionPrinciples and PracticeCourse
Technology Ptr
This book provides a practically-oriented introduction to
high-level programming language implementation. It
demystifies what goes on within a compiler and
stimulates the reader's interest in compiler design, an
essential aspect of computer science. Programming
language analysis and translation techniques are used in
many software application areas. A Practical Approach
to Compiler Construction covers the fundamental
principles of the subject in an accessible way. It presents
the necessary background theory and shows how it can
be applied to implement complete compilers. A step-bystep approach, based on a standard compiler structure is
adopted, presenting up-to-date techniques and
examples. Strategies and designs are described in detail
to guide the reader in implementing a translator for a
programming language. A simple high-level language,
loosely based on C, is used to illustrate aspects of the
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compilation process. Code examples in C are included,
together with discussion and illustration of how this code
can be extended to cover the compilation of more
complex languages. Examples are also given of the use
of the flex and bison compiler construction tools. Lexical
and syntax analysis is covered in detail together with a
comprehensive coverage of semantic analysis,
intermediate representations, optimisation and code
generation. Introductory material on parallelisation is also
included. Designed for personal study as well as for use
in introductory undergraduate and postgraduate courses
in compiler design, the author assumes that readers
have a reasonable competence in programming in any
high-level language.
???C++11????????????????????????????????????????
Bjarne Stroustrup?C++???????????????????????????C
++????????????????????????? ?The C++ Programming
Language, Fourth Edition??C++??(???????????????????
????)???????????????????Stroustrup?????????C++11?
????????????????????????????C++???????????ISO???
????????????

??C++11???????
??????? ?????????????????????????
??????????????for?????move???Unicode??
?Lambda??????????????????????????(variadic
template)?????(template alias)??????????? ??????

????????????
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??????????????????(scope)?????(storage)?????? ????(
modularity)????????(namespace)?????????(exception
handling) ?C++????(???class?class?????template)?????
??????????????????????(generic programming) ???????
??(container)????????(iterator)?????(utility)???????I/O?l
ocale???(numerics)? ?C++??????????????? ??????????
?(???????C++98?????)????????C++11???????????????
??????C++11???????????? #???? GOTOP Information
Inc.
This volume presents the revised lecture notes of
selected talks given at the Fifth Central European
Functional Programming School, CEFP 2013, held in
July 2013 in Cluj-Napoca, Romania. The 14 revised full
papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected.
The lectures cover a wide range of distributed and
multicore functional programming subjects. The last 5
papers are selected papers of the PhD Workshop
organized for the participants of the summer school.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
11th IFIP WG 6.1 International Conference on Formal
Methods for Open Object-Based Distributed Systems,
FMOODS 2009, and 29th IFIP WG 6.1 Formal
Techniques for Networked and Distributed Systems,
FORTE 2009, held in Lisboa, Portugal, in June 2009.
The 12 revised full papers presented together with 6
short papers were carefully reviewed and selected from
42 submissions. The papers cover topics such as formal
verification, algorithms and implementations, modeling
and testing, process algebra and calculus as well as
analysis of distributed systems.
Kenneth Louden and Kenneth Lambert's new edition of
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PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES: PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICE, 3E gives advanced undergraduate students
an overview of programming languages through general
principles combined with details about many modern
languages. Major languages used in this edition include
C, C++, Smalltalk, Java, Ada, ML, Haskell, Scheme, and
Prolog; many other languages are discussed more
briefly. The text also contains extensive coverage of
implementation issues, the theoretical foundations of
programming languages, and a large number of
exercises, making it the perfect bridge to compiler
courses and to the theoretical study of programming
languages. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
ETAPS 2002 was the ?fth instance of the European Joint
Conferences on Theory and Practice of Software.
ETAPS is an annual federated conference that was
established in 1998by combining a number of existing
and new conferences. This year it comprised 5
conferences (FOSSACS, FASE, ESOP, CC, TACAS), 13
satellite workshops (ACL2, AGT, CMCS, COCV, DCC,
INT, LDTA, SC, SFEDL, SLAP, SPIN, TPTS, and VISS),
8invited lectures (not including those speci?c to the
satellite events), and several tutorials. The events that
comprise ETAPS address various aspects of the system
- velopment process, including speci?cation, design,
implementation, analysis, and improvement. The
languages, methodologies, and tools which support
these - tivities are all well within its scope. Di?erent
blends of theory and practice are represented, with an
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inclination towards theory with a practical motivation on
one hand and soundly-based practice on the other. Many
of the issues involved in software design apply to
systems in general, including hardware systems, and the
emphasis on software is not intended to be exclusive.
"This book is a unique source of information outlining the
importance of Information Communication Technology
(ICT) adoption and diffusion, covering the Arab world's
strong need for access to information systems, while still
paying close attention to their culture and localization of
practices"--Provided by publisher.
This volume is the third part of a four-volume set (CCIS
190, CCIS 191, CCIS 192, CCIS 193), which constitutes
the refereed proceedings of the First International
Conference on Computing and Communications, ACC
2011, held in Kochi, India, in July 2011. The 70 revised
full papers presented in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from a large number of
submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections on security, trust and privacy; sensor networks;
signal and image processing; soft computing techniques;
system software; vehicular communications networks.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
18th International Conference on Compiler Construction,
CC 2009, held in York, UK, in March 2009 as part of
ETAPS 2009, the European Joint Conferences on
Theory and Practice of Software. Following a very
thorough review process, 18 full research papers were
selected from 72 submissions. Topics covered include
traditional compiler construction, compiler analyses,
runtime systems and tools, programming tools,
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techniques for specific domains, and the design and
implementation of novel language constructs.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 21st
International Conference on Compiler Construction, CC
2012, held as part of the joint European Conference on
Theory and Practice of Software, ETAPS 2012, which
took place in Tallinn, Estonia, in March/April 2012. The
13 papers presented in this book were carefully reviewed
and selected from 51 submissions. They are organized
in topical sections named: GPU optimisation, program
analysis, objects and components, and dynamic analysis
and runtime support.
???????????????????,???????????????,??????????????
?,???????????????
The NWO-programme "the societal aspects of
genomics", has called for stronger means of
collaboration and deliberative involvement between the
various stakeholders of genomics research. Within the
project group assembled at the UH, this call was
translated to the 'lingua democratica', in which the
prerequisites of such deliberative efforts were put to
scrutiny. The contribution of this thesis has taken a more
or less abstract angle to this task, and sought to develop
a vocabulary that can be shared amongst various
stakeholders with different backgrounds, interests and
stakes for any complex theme, although genomics has
more or less been in focus throughout the research. As
'complexity thinking' is currently a theme in both the
'hard' sciences as the social sciences and the
humanities, and has always been an issue for
professionals, this concept was pivotal in achieving such
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an inclusive angle. However, in order to prevent that
complexity would become fragmented due to disciplinary
boundaries, it is essential that those aspects of
complexity that seem to return in many discussions
would be made clear, and stand out with respect to the
complexities of specialisation. The thesis has argued that
the concept of 'patterns' applies for these aspects, and
they form the backbone of the vocabulary that has been
developed. Especially patterns of feedback have been
given much attention, as this concept is pivotal for many
complex themes. However, although patterns are
implicitly or explicitly used in many areas, there is little
methodological (and philosophical) underpinning of what
they are and why they are able to do what they do. As a
result, quite some attention has been given to these
issues, and how they relate to concepts such as
'information', 'order' and complexity itself. From these
explorations, the actual vocabulary was developed,
including the methodological means to use this
vocabulary. This has taken the shape of a recursive
development of a so-called pattern-library, which has
crossed disciplinary boundaries, from technological
areas, through biology, psychology and the social
sciences, to a topic that is typical of the humanities. This
journey across the divide of C.P. Snow s 'two cultures' is
both a test for a lingua democratica, as well as aimed to
demonstrate how delicate, and balanced such a path
must be in order to be effective, especially if one aims to
retain certain coherence along the way. Finally, the
methodology has been applied in a very practical way, to
a current development that hinges strongly on research
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in genomics, which is trans-humanist movement.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
Fifth International AMAST Workshop on Formal Methods
for Real-Time and Probabilistic Systems, ARTS '99, held
in Bamberg, Germany in May 1999. The 17 revised full
papers presented together with three invited
contributions were carefully reviewed and selected from
33 submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections on verification of probabilistic systems, model
checking for probabilistic systems, semantics of
probabilistic process calculi, semantics of real-time
processes, real-time compilation, stochastic process
algebra, and modeling and verification of real-time
systems.
"The Encyclopedia of Microcomputers serves as the
ideal companion reference to the popular Encyclopedia
of Computer Science and Technology. Now in its 10th
year of publication, this timely reference work details the
broad spectrum of microcomputer technology, including
microcomputer history; explains and illustrates the use of
microcomputers throughout academe, business,
government, and society in general; and assesses the
future impact of this rapidly changing technology."
Presents an illustrated A-Z encyclopedia containing
approximately 600 entries on computer and technology
related topics.

When you think about how far and fast computer
science has progressed in recent years, it's not hard
to conclude that a seven-year old handbook may fall
a little short of the kind of reference today's computer
scientists, software engineers,
and IT professionals
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need. With a broadened scope, more emphasis on
applied computing, and more than 70 chap
Formal Languages and Computation: Models and
Their Applications gives a clear, comprehensive
introduction to formal language theory and its
applications in computer science. It covers all
rudimental topics concerning formal languages and
their models, especially grammars and automata,
and sketches the basic ideas underlying the theory
of computation, including computability, decidability,
and computational complexity. Emphasizing the
relationship between theory and application, the
book describes many real-world applications,
including computer science engineering techniques
for language processing and their implementation.
Covers the theory of formal languages and their
models, including all essential concepts and
properties Explains how language models underlie
language processors Pays a special attention to
programming language analyzers, such as scanners
and parsers, based on four language models—regular
expressions, finite automata, context-free grammars,
and pushdown automata Discusses the
mathematical notion of a Turing machine as a
universally accepted formalization of the intuitive
notion of a procedure Reviews the general theory of
computation, particularly computability and
decidability Considers problem-deciding algorithms
in terms of their computational complexity measured
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according to time and space requirements Points out
that some problems are decidable in principle, but
they are, in fact, intractable problems for absurdly
high computational requirements of the algorithms
that decide them In short, this book represents a
theoretically oriented treatment of formal languages
and their models with a focus on their applications. It
introduces all formalisms concerning them with
enough rigors to make all results quite clear and
valid. Every complicated mathematical passage is
preceded by its intuitive explanation so that even the
most complex parts of the book are easy to grasp.
After studying this book, both student and
professional should be able to understand the
fundamental theory of formal languages and
computation, write language processors, and
confidently follow most advanced books on the
subject.
ETAPS 2006 was the ninth instance of the European
Joint Conferences on Theory and Practice of
Software. ETAPS is an annual federated conference
that was established in 1998 by combining a number
of existing and new conferences. This year it
comprised ?ve conferences (CC, ESOP, FASE,
FOSSACS, TACAS), 18 satellite workshops (ACCAT, AVIS, CMCS, COCV, DCC, EAAI, FESCA,
FRCSS, GT-VMT, LDTA, MBT, QAPL, SC, SLAP,
SPIN, TERMGRAPH, WITS and WRLA), two
tutorials, and seven invited lectures (not including
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those that were speci?c to the satellite events). We ceived over 550 submissions to the ?ve conferences
this year, giving an overall acc- tance rate of 23%,
with acceptance rates below 30% for each
conference. Congratu- tions to all the authors who
made it to the ?nal programme! I hope that most of
the other authorsstill founda way of participatingin
this excitingevent and I hope you will continue
submitting. The events that comprise ETAPS
address various aspects of the system devel- ment
process, including speci?cation, design,
implementation, analysis and impro- ment. The
languages, methodologies and tools which support
these activities are all well within its scope. Di?erent
blends of theory and practice are represented, with
an inclination towards theory with a practical
motivation on the one hand and soundly based
practice on the other. Many of the issues involved in
software design apply to systems in general,
including hardware systems, and the emphasis on
software is not intended to be exclusive.
This compiler design and construction text
introduces students to the concepts and issues of
compiler design, and features a comprehensive,
hands-on case study project for constructing an
actual, working compiler
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 17th
Brazilian Symposium on Programming Languages,
SBLP 2013, held in Brasília, Brazil, in
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September/October 2013. The 10 full and 2 keynote
talks were carefully reviewed and selected from 31
submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections on program generation and transformation,
including domain-specific languages and modeldriven development in the context of programming
languages, programming paradigms and styles,
including functional, object-oriented, aspect-oriented,
scripting languages, real-time, service-oriented,
multithreaded, parallel, and distributed programming,
formal semantics and theoretical foundations,
including denotational, operational, algebraic and
categorical, program analysis and verification,
including type systems, static analysis and abstract
interpretation, and programming language design
and implementation, including new programming
models, programming language environments,
compilation and interpretation techniques.
Provides information on how computer systems
operate, how compilers work, and writing source
code.
th The 5 International Conference on Hybrid Artificial
Intelligence Systems (HAIS 2010) has become a
unique, established and broad interdisciplinary forum
for researchers and practitioners who are involved in
developing and applying symbolic and sub-symbolic
techniques aimed at the construction of highly robust
and reliable problem-solving techniques, and
bringing the most relevant achievements in this field.
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Overcoming the rigid encasing imposed by the
arising orthodoxy in the field of arti- cial intelligence,
which has led to the partition of researchers into socalled areas or fields, interest in hybrid intelligent
systems is growing because they give freedom to
design innovative solutions to the ever-increasing
complexities of real-world pr- lems. Noise and
uncertainty call for probabilistic (often Bayesian)
methods, while the huge amount of data in some
cases asks for fast heuristic (in the sense of
suboptimal and ad-hoc) algorithms able to give
answers in acceptable time frames. High dimsionality demands linear and non-linear
dimensionality reduction and feature extr- tion
algorithms, while the imprecision and vagueness call
for fuzzy reasoning and linguistic variable
formalization. Nothing impedes real-life problems to
mix diffic- ties, presenting huge quantities of noisy,
vague and high-dimensional data; therefore, the
design of solutions must be able to resort to any tool
of the trade to attack the problem. Combining
diverse paradigms poses challenging problems of
computational and methodological interfacing of
several previously incompatible approaches. This is,
thus, the setting of HAIS conference series, and its
increasing success is the proof of the vitality of this
exciting field.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 17th International Conference on Compiler
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Construction, CC 2008, held in Budapest, Hungary,
in March 2008 as part of ETAPS 2008, the European
Joint Conferences on Theory and Practice of
Software. The 17 revised full papers presented
together with two invited papers and one tool
demonstration were carefully reviewed and selected
from 71 submissions. The papers are organized in
topical sections on analysis and transformations,
compiling for parallel architectures, runtime
techniques and tools, analyses, and atomicity and
transactions.
Based on a practical course in compiler design and
construction, this text shows how to build a top-down
compiler, using C as the implementation language.
Maintaining a balance between a theoretical and
practical approach to this important subject,
Elements of Compiler Design serves as an
introduction to compiler writing for undergraduate
students. From a theoretical viewpoint, it introduces
rudimental models, such as automata and
grammars, that underlie compilation and its essential
phases. Based on these models, the author details
the concepts, methods, and techniques employed in
compiler design in a clear and easy-to-follow way.
From a practical point of view, the book describes
how compilation techniques are implemented. In
fact, throughout the text, a case study illustrates the
design of a new programming language and the
construction of its compiler. While discussing various
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compilation techniques, the author demonstrates
their implementation through this case study. In
addition, the book presents many detailed examples
and computer programs to emphasize the
applications of the compiler algorithms. After
studying this self-contained textbook, students
should understand the compilation process, be able
to write a simple real compiler, and easily follow
advanced books on the subject.
This book identifies, defines and illustrates the
fundamental concepts and engineering techniques
relevant to applications of software languages in
software development. It presents software
languages primarily from a software engineering
perspective, i.e., it addresses how to parse, analyze,
transform, generate, format, and otherwise process
software artifacts in different software languages, as
they appear in software development. To this end, it
covers a wide range of software languages – most
notably programming languages, domain-specific
languages, modeling languages, exchange formats,
and specifically also language definition languages.
Further, different languages are leveraged to
illustrate software language engineering concepts
and techniques. The functional programming
language Haskell dominates the book, while the
mainstream programming languages Python and
Java are additionally used for illustration. By doing
this, the book collects and organizes scattered
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knowledge from software language engineering,
focusing on application areas such as software
analysis (software reverse engineering), software
transformation (software re-engineering), software
composition (modularity), and domain-specific
languages. It is designed as a textbook for
independent study as well as for bachelor’s
(advanced level) or master’s university courses in
Computer Science. An additional website provides
complementary material, for example, lecture slides
and videos. This book is a valuable resource for
anyone wanting to understand the fundamental
concepts and important engineering principles
underlying software languages, allowing them to
acquire much of the operational intelligence needed
for dealing with software languages in software
development practice. This is an important skill set
for software engineers, as languages are
increasingly permeating software development.
????????????????????????,?????????????????????
??????????,????????????????????,????????????
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